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Abstract

We report a case of an unusual epidermoid cyst in cerebellopontine angle that appeared hyperdense on
computed tomography (CT) scanning, hyperintense on T1-weighted MR images and hypointense on T2/ FLAIR-
weighted magnetic resonance (MR) images. Diffusion-weighted imaging in post resection follow up study showed a
focal restraction lesion, low on Apperent diffusion cooficent images.
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Introduction
Epidermoid cysts are rare, benign, congenital tumors that represent

0.2-1.8% of all primary intracranial neoplasms. They typically appear
as well-defined lobulated masses hypodense on computed tomography
(CT), hypointense on T1-weighted images and hyperintense on T2/
FLAIR -weighted images on magnetic resonance (MR) studies.

Many authors have described the diffusion-weighted features in
typical Epidermoid cysts. We report an epidermoid cyst of
cerebellopontine angle (CPA) with an unusually dense appearance on
CT scan and an unusual signal on MRI in a 50-year-old female patient.

Case Report
A 50 years old female referred to our hospital as a case of right

cerebellopontine neoplasm. A non enhanced CT scan examination of
brain was performed and revealed a hyperdense extra-axial right
cerebellopontine lesion measuring 26.5 × 15.5 mm, causing mild mass
effect to adjacent stractures (Figure 1).

On post contrast CT scan images the right cerebellopontine lesion
revealed no significant enhancement (Figure 2). Brain MRI
examination was performed. On T1W images showed a well-defined
extra axial homogeneous hyperintense lesion in right cerebellopontine
cistern (Figure 3).

On T2/ FLAIR weighted magnetic resonance (MR) images shows a
well -defined lobulated hypointense extraxial mass on right
cerebellopontine cistern (Figures 4 and 5). On post-contrast fat-
suppressed T1-W spin-echo sequence shows no enhancement with
persistent pre contrast hyperintense signal intensity (Figure 6).

The imaging was thought to be most consistent with an unusual
epidermoid cyst.

Figure 1: A non enhanced brain CT scan examination revealed a
hyperdense extra-axial right cerebellopontine lesion measuring 26.5
× 15.5 mm causing mild mass effect to adjacent stractures.

Figure 2: On post contrast CT scan images the right
cerebellopontine lesion revealed no significant enhancement.
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Figure 3: T1W images showed a well defined extra axial
homogeneous hyperintense lesion in right cerebellopontine cistern.

Figure 4: On T2/ FLAIR weighted magnetic resonance (MR) images
shows a well defined lobulated hypointense extraxial mass on right
cerebellopontine cistern.

Figure 5: On T2/ FLAIR weighted magnetic resonance (MR) images
shows a well defined lobulated hypointense extraxial mass on right
cerebellopontine cistern.

Figure 6: On post-contrast fat-suppressed T1-W spin-echo
sequence shows no enhancement with persistent pre contrast
hyperintense signal intensity.The cyst was approached using a right
occipital craniectomy. The cyst was removed and the
histopathological diagnosis was consistent with epidermoid cyst.

On post resection follow up MRI brain study. DWI revealed a focal
restriction lesion anterior to the pones in the right site which appear
low in the apparent diffusion cooficient images, these could suggest
residual of the previously seen excise epidermoid cyst (Figures 7 and
8).
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Figure 7: Post resection follow up study revealed a focal restriction
lesion anterior to the pones in the right site on DWI, which appear
low in the apparent diffusion cooficient images, these could suggest
residual of the previously seen excise epidermoid cyst.

Figure 8: Post resection follow up study revealed a focal restriction
lesion anterior to the pones in the right site on DWI which appear
low in the apparent diffusion cooficient images, these could suggest
residual of the previously seen excise epidermoid cyst.

Discussion
Intracranial epidermoid cysts are congenital cystic lesions that arise

from epithelial inclusions at the time of neural tube closure or during
formation of the secondary cerebral vesicles [1]. They were first

described by Lepreste in 1828 [2]. Acquired epidermoid cysts caused
by head trauma or lumbar puncture are rare and usually present as
extradural masses [2].

Intracranial epidermoid cysts comprise 0.2%~1.8% of primary
intracranial tumors [3]. Patients are usually not symptomatic until
they are aged 20-40 years [4]. Epidermoid cysts are most commonly
located at the cerebellopontine angle cistern (40%–50%). Other sites of
occurrence are fourth ventricle (17%) and the sellar and parasellar
regions (10%–15%) [4]. Cerebral hemispheres and brainstem are less
common locations [4]. Rarely, they are seen in extradural intradiploic
space of skull or in spine (10%) [5]. These lesions are located off the
midline [4]. Mostly, they are asymptomatic but sometimes may cause
mass effect, cranial neuropathy, or seizures [4].

Epidermoid cysts have a thin capsule of stratified, keratinized
squamous epithelium [2]. They are usually filled with white waxy
material rich in cholesterol crystals mixed with cellular debris, which is
the result of progressive desquamation and breakdown of keratin from
the epithelial lining [2]. Their slow linear growth accounts for the late
age of presentation [2].

On CT scans, most epidermoids are hypodense and do not enhance
with contrast material. On short repetition time/echo time (TR/TE)
MR sequences, epidermoid tumors typically show mild hypointensity,
usually between that of CSF and brain parenchyma. On long TR/TE
sequences, these tumors show hyperintensity, similar to or greater
than that of CSF [5]. On FLAIR sequences, the signal is heterogeneous,
hyperintense to CSF [2]. Epidermoid cysts appear strongly
hyperintense on diffusion-weighted images [2].

A few cases of hyperdense epidermoid cysts have been reported [2].
On MRI, these lesions appear hyperintense on T1-weighted images
and hypointense on T2-weighted images [2]. Timmer et al. [5]
explains these unusual features on CT and MRI by high protein
concentration and high viscosity. He attributes the high signal
intensity seen on T1-weighted imaging to the relatively high protein
concentration of the cystic contents (>90 mg/l). The low signal on T2-
weighted images can be explained by the high viscosity of the fluid [5].

Conclusion
In our case of an epidermoid cyst that was dense on CT scans and

unusual MR characteristics may be explained by a combination of very
high protein concentration and high viscosity.
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